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Abstract 2 Background Model 

Background subtraction algorithm is susceptible to both 
global and local illumination changes such as shadows, 
sunlight and reflection. These changes sometimes cause 
failures of object tracking, gesture recognition and posture 
estimation. In this paper, we propose a method for detect- 
ing objects casting shadows in an indoor scene by mod- 
eling a pixel value as the total energy received from light 
sources. Our proposed method can also estimate a rate of 
illumination change in order to improve background sub- 
traction. The usefulness of the method is demonstrated by 
experimental results. 

1 Introduction 
Background subtraction method is one of the effective 
methods for detection of moving objects in static scenes 
because of fast processing. The method is, however, sus- 
ceptible to both global and local illumination changes such 
as shadows, sunlight and reflection. These changes often 
cause failures of object tracking. In order to track mov- 
ing objects stably, the object region should be correctly 
extracted against the effects of such illumination changes. 

Many methods for removing illumination effects have 
been proposed. Gordon et al, use stereo images and color 
information for object detection. This method integrates 
depth estimation with background subtraction[l]. There is 
a method using the difference between two frames, how- 
ever the method is based on heuristic assumptions[2, 31. 

On the other hand, many statistical approaches are 
also proposed[4, 5, 6, 7, 81. Stauffer et al. use a mix- 
ture Gaussian model for changes of background pixel 
values[7]. The relation between reflection on an object 
surface and a value of pixel is often statistically modeled 
by using Gaussian. Ohta uses chi-square test for detecting 
outliers[8]. These methods implicitly assume that there is 
one light source in a scene, or that there are one colored 
lights in a scene. However, there are many colored lights 
in real indoor scenes: tungsten-light (3500K), natural day- 
light color (5000K). Therefore, we need a method which 
can deal with multiple colored light conditions in order to 
apply background subtraction in indoor scenes. 

In this paper, we propose a method for detecting objects 
casting shadows in an indoor scene by modeling a pixel 
value as the total energy received from lights. Our pro- 
posed method can deal with multiple lights and multiple 
colored lights as well. In order to deal with illumination 

Let the reflection coefficient matrix of an object surface be 
r j ,  and intensity of the illumination at that point j from 
light source i be L y .  We assume that a pixel value Ej is 
given by the following equation: 

where rj includes albedo and specular reflection of an ob- 
ject surface, and Lif also includes rays reflected by walls 
and a ceiling. We ~ntroduce a parameter Sij in order to 
deal with shadows. Equation 1 is rewritten as follows: 

where Sij expresses the degree of shut of light source i at 
point j and the range of Sij is from 0 to 1. The light source 
i is shut-out at point j if Sij is 0. In the case of multiple 
light sources, the relation between lights and a pixel value 
E, is defined as follows: 

The above equation can be rewritten by substituting Lij 
for r jL i j  as follows: 

By using the above equation, we can use a background 
subtraction method in indoor scenes illuminated by mul- 
tiple lights. Lij can preliminary be estimated in indoor 
scenes because lights in a room can often be control- 
lable by using dimmer controller or switches. Once Lij  
is known, we can estimate Sij from equation 4. 

3 Background Subtraction in 
Consideration of Illumination 
Changes 

For simplicity, we only describe the proposed algorithm in 
the case of two light sources. Our algorithm is also used 
in the case of three or more light sources. The flow of the 
estimation processes is shown in figure 1. 

changes, our method initially estimates the ratio between 
radiance of input image and that of background image es- 3.1 Estimation of Background 
timated in advance. In the case of two light sources, equation 4 can be written - 
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Figure 2: Histogram of S1 and S 2  

Figure 1 : System flow of estimation process 
3.3 Background Subtraction 

As described in section 2, Ll? and L2j are required in or- 
der to synthesis background Images. From equation 5, if 
we get the two or more different pairs of (Slj, Szj), we 
can estimate the background components: Llj,  Laj. The 
shutting parameter of S is also considered as the parame- 
ter of brightness of a light source in a static scene. There- 
fore, we can estimate Llj  and Laj from the two or more 
background images where the brightness of light sources is 
controlled by using dimmer controller and switches. Gen- 
erally, in the case of N light sources, we can estimate 
N background components when we get N background 
images illuminated by various known brightness of light 
sources. 

3.2 Estimation of Light Condition 

In real indoor scenes, light condition is easily changed by 
turning onloff lights. The algorithm should be able to deal 
with changes of light condition. There are two changes of 
light condition: color and brightness. We only deal with 
the change of brightness. 

Slj and S2j in equation 5 uniformly change at each 
pixel when the brightness of lights is changed. Therefore, 
if two or more pixels at arbitrary points are selected from 
an input image, we can estimate S1, 3 2  from the estimated 
background components, Llj ,  ~ 2 ~ .  However, there is a 
problem of pixel selection from an input image for estima- 
tion. In order to reduce effects of incorrect selection, we 
use RANSAC algorithm for selection of pixel pairs. The 
algorithm is below: 

1. Select two pixels ( j  = 1,2) randomly. 

2. Calculate S1 and S2 by using the following equation: 

3.3.1 Shadow Removal 

In the case of two light sources, an input image is classified 
into 4 regions: 

1. background illuminated by two lights: L1, L2 

2. shadow illuminated by L1 (L2 is blocked) 

3. shadow illuminated by L2 (L1 is blocked) 

4. object 

The background and shadow vectors can be expressed by 
using Llj  and L2j. The object vector is different from 
these vectors. Soft shadows are expressed by the linear 
combination of LU and Lzj. In real scenes, many soft 
shadows are distributed around the edge of parallelogram 
of Lli and Lzi. Therefore, we assume that soft shadows 
exist around thk four segments of the parallelogram. From 
this assumption, We classify pixels into object and back- 
ground by the following rules: 

1. background if llIj - (L& + Lkj)ll 5 Ta is satisfied. 

2. shadow if ((Ij - (L; + L ; ~ ) ( (  > Ta, f 5 Tb and 
llIj 1 1  > Tc are simultaneously satisfied. 

3. otherwise pixels are classified into object. 

We calculate feature value f as follows: 

dmi ,=  rnin [ J J I j  - CYL&I~,  
O < a < l , O < P < l  

T2 = ~ l T 1 2 + ~ 2 ? 2 2 ,  where Ij is a pixel value of an input image and llIj(l is a 
distance from the origin. 

where T is the sum of RGB components. 

3. Accept (S1, S2) if the following condition is satisfied, 3.3.2 ~ h ~ ~ ~ h ~ l d  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  
and otherwise drop them: 

T,, Tb, Tc should be assigned to valid values in order to 
0 5 Sl,S2 5 1. (7) distinguish objects from the background correctly. We de- 

scribe a method for detection of Tb. The distribution of 
the histogram of feature f is double-peaked of object and 

4. Iterate the above process until the number of background We use Otsu's rnethod[9] for auto- 
points is greater than a threshold. matic threshold determination. This method is used for bi- 

5. Make histograms of S1, S2 and select the maximum narization of gray level images, but is also used for thresh- 
peak point for the estimates of S1, S2. old determination of feature used for our method by re- 

garding feature values as gray level. 
The example is shown in figure 2. In this case, the Valid values of Ta, Tc are slightly changed under vari- 

step of histogram is 0.01 and ( s ~ ,  s 2 )  are estimated to be ous indoor scene and we use the values determined empir- 
(0.87,0.74). ically. 



Figure 3: Backgrounds captured under various light con- ( a )  input image (b)  estimated background 
ditinns 

(c) shadow region (d) detected object 

L I L 2 Figure 6: Result images (2 lights, same color) 

Figure 4: Estimated background components 

4 Experiments 

We conduct experiments for evaluation. The light source 
used in the experiments has three fluorescent lights and 
turn onloff each light independently. The change of bright- 
ness is made by switching these three fluorescent lights. 
The direction and position of lights and camera are fixed. 
In order to avoid the effect of other light sources, the ex- 
periments are conducted at night. 

4.1 Experimental Results 

Figure 3 shows background images illuminated by two 
different-colored lights. Figure 4 shows the background 
components estimated from the background images shown 
in figure 3. Figure 5 shows an experimental result. Figure 
6 also shows an extraction result in the case of the same- 
colored two lights. Figure 7 shows an experimental result 
using three different-colored lights. 

From the results, effects of shadows are largely re- 
moved and the object is correctly extracted. Moreover, 
even the colors of lights are different from each other, the 
object regions are accurately detected. 

(a) input irnafe ( b )  estimated background 

(c) shadow region (d) detected object 

Figure 7: Result images (3  lights, different color) 

4.2 Stability of Light Estimation 
We also conduct an experiment for evaluation under vari- 
ous light conditions. We calculate the difference between 
the input image shown in the left column of figure 9 and 
the synthesized image shown in the right column of the 
figure. The background components used for this experi- 
ment are shown in figure 8. The values of (S1, Sz) and D, 
are estimated bv the vrowsed method described in section . . .  
3.2. D, is the average of the difference between a syn- 
thesized background and an background in an input image 
(excluding objects). 

From these results, even object and shadow regions oc- 
cupy large areas in an input image, our proposed method 
can estimate background components accurately. The ac- - curacy of estimation is worse when an input image is 

( a )  input image (b)  background darker. The reason is that SNR of image is worse and 
quantization error is relatively larger when an input image 
is darker. 

t- , 4.3 Accuracy of Object Extraction 

4 ! '(:I , . We compare the results of automatic extraction by our 
method with that of manual extraction. Let A, B be ob- 

(c) shadow region (d) detected object ject regions and background regions determined by our 
method, respectively. Let C,  D be object regions and 

Figure 5: Result images (2 lights, different color) background regions determined by hand, respectively. Ob- 



Table 1 : The accuracy of object extraction (2 lights) 
image I RD(%) RI(%) 

(a) 1 97.7 0.25 

(e) 94.2 0.08 , 1 9 1 . 1  0.02 
( g )  92.9 0.00 

L I L 2 

Figure 8: Estimated background components 
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We proposed a background model in consideration of il- 
lumination changes and shadows. We also proposed a 
method for automatic background estimation. We con- 
ducted experiments with real images and confirmed the 
effectiveness of our proposed method. As preprocessing, 
our proposed method can be applied to various situations 
such as person tracking, gesture recognition, and object 
detection. 




